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accused  of  a crime 
addicted  to  drugs 
afraid  of  the dark  /  to  do sth (something) 
allergic  to  gluten 
amazed  at  /  by  the news 
angry  about  sth  /  with  sby (somebody) 
annoyed  about  sth  /  with / by  sby 
anxious  about  sth 
appreciated  for  their hard work 
ashamed of  doing sth wrong 
astonished by  the news 
aware of  sth 
bad at  sport 
bored by  the bus journey 
brilliant at  swimming 
busy with  cooking dinner 
capable of  doing sth difficult 
careful with  money  / about  sth 
careless of  sby to do sth 
certain of  the truth  
clever with  words 
concerned about  the latest news 
conscious of  the time 
crazy about  pets 
critical of  my employees 
crowded with  people 
cruel to  sby 
delighted with  my birthday present 
dependent on  my carer 
different to  other people 
disappointed with  you 
engaged in  planning a meeting 
enthusiastic about  the race on Saturday 
envious of  my friend 
excellent at  English 
excited about  the party on Friday night 
experienced in  the truth 
famous for  his music 
fed up with  this homework 
fond of  my nephew 
free of / from  artificial flavours  /  to  do sth 
friendly to  sby 
frightened of / by  the horror movie 
full of  fun 
furious about  my broken vase 
generous to  my friends 
good at  chess 
grateful to  everybody for their help 
guilty of  a crime  /  about  sth (feel) 
happy about  going on holiday 
 

 
 
 
hopeless with  money 
identical to  yours 
impressed with / about  your new job 
incapable of  doing sth 
independent of  other people 
innocent of  a crime 
interested in  sailing 
involved in  a school play 
jealous of  a crime 
keen on  fishing  /  him  /  her 
kind to  sby 
late for  class 
married to  sby 
nervous about  the job interview 
nice to  sby 
notorious for  a famous crime 
pleased with  sby  /  myself 
polite to  sby 
proud of  sby 
ready for  work 
related to  sby 
responsible for  cleaning the office 
rude to  my boss 
sad about  the accident 
safe from  harm  /  danger 
satisfied with  my life 
scared of  spiders 
sensitive to  sunlight 
serious about  my job 
shocked by  the news 
short of  time 
sick of  your complaining 
silly of  you to do sth 
similar to  her 
sorry for  my mistake 
stupid of  me to do sth 
successful in  business 
suitable for  children aged 3+ 
sure about  my choice of car 
surprised by  the price of that dress 
suspicious of  my husband 
terrible at  golf 
terrified of  drowning 
tired of  endless discussions 
typical of  your behaviour 
upset by  my friend 
used by  sby  /  sth 
weak at  maths 
worried about  the test 
wrong about  what happened 




